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The decoupled hr t12 bands in Au nuclei are investigated in the framework of a shell model description based on 
the coupling of an h rIj2 proton hole to core proton states approximated by the leading representation (XT) = (06) 
of the pseudo SUs coupling scheme for the positive parity part of the proton configuration. 
Almost all theoretical analyses of high-spin phe- 
nomena in deformed nuclei have been based on a 
quasiparticle description of intrinsic degrees of free- 
dom. The pseudo SU3 model [ 1,2] may furnish an 
alternate, microscopic approach for the investigation 
of such phenomena. Although simplified shell model 
calculations for nuclei in the rare earth region based 
on leading representations of the pseudo SU3 scheme 
show some promise [ 11, detailed calculations for nu- 
clei in the rare earth region are probably beyond pres- 
ent computer capabilities. For the neutron-deficient 
isotopes of Ba, La, Ce, . . . . where active neutrons and 
protons are both filling the same (3~~12, 2d3j2, 2ds12, 
lB7/2, and ‘hll/,) orbits, such calculations may become 
feasible. With the assumption that the 1gg,2 orbit is 
filled and spectroscopically inert, it is possible to treat 
the sl/2d3/2d5/2g7/2 part of the shell model space as a 
pseudo p-f shell. In a deformed field the Nilsson states 
which grow out of these spherical shell model orbits 
can be assignedJseudo oscillator quantum numbers. 
[$Z$] with N = 3. The very near dseneracy of 
pseudo spin orbit doublets with a = A ?$ (see fig. 1 
of ref. [ 11) and the approximate validity of the 
asymptotic quantum numbers [gZZx] for realistic 
nuclear deformations suggest that the pseudo SU3 
scheme may be a good approximation for the many- 
particle states of this configuration. The filling, in or- 
der, of the deformed single particle states [I%‘~X] 
leads to a many-particle state which becomes an in- 
trinsic state of highest-weight for the leading pse)do 
SU3 represefitation (Xi;3, (maximum possible 2X tj?’ 
for prolate, X + 2jIi for oblate deformations). Low en- 
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energy excitations may therefore be expected to be 
dominated by the leading pseudo SU, representation, 
of the (s1,2d3/2d5,2g7,2) part of the configuration, 
making possible a severe truncation of the full shell 
model space. Even if these positive parity parts of the 
configuration are well described by the leading pseudo 
SU3 representation (or a few representations near the 
leading one), the presence of the negative parity hllj2 
intruder in the midst of the sl,2d3,2d5/2g7,2 shell 
model orbits can lead to a challenging configuration 
mixing problem. Interesting physical phenomena, such 
as the rotational alignment of h11i2 nucleons at high 
spin, and the formation of decoupled bands based on 
the hl,i2 orbit [3], are associated with this configura- 
tion mixing problem. Because of the pseudo SU3 trun- 
cation of the positive parity part of the shell model 
space it may be possible to study such phenomena in 
a shell model framework. Although the aim is to make 
a detailed study of nuclei in the region of neutron-de- 
ficient Ba-Ce isotopes, recent measurements [4-61 of 
high spin negative parity states in the isotopes of Au 
have furnished us with a very simple prototype for 
these more challinging systems. The remarkable simi- 
larity of the spectra of the Au isotopes 195, 193,191, 
and 189 indicates that the details of the spectra must 
be determined by the proton configuration only. Al- 
though the neutrons paly a vital role in furnishing the 
field for the proton motion (which is responsible for 
the validity of the pseudo SU3 truncation of the shell 
model space), the neutrons in the present approach 
serve mainly to renormalize the interaction among 
protons. 
The present investigation examines the high spin 
negative parity spectra of the Au nuclei in terms of 
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Table 1 
2-proton-hole components of the leading representation 
(x7) = (06) 
I1 i2 J=O J=2 J=4 J=6 
l/2 l/2 -0.529 
312 312 -0.748 0.410 
312 l/2 0.580 
S/2 II2 -0.379 
512 312 0.203 -0.614 
712 l/2 0.542 
712 312 -0.497 0.458 
512 512 -0.262 0.153 -0.164 
712 712 -0.302 0.181 -0.210 0.378 
712 512 0.089 - 0.221 0.926 
the simple microscopic model in which a single h, 1~2 
proton hole is coupled to the positive parity proton 
hole configuration appro+nated by the leading pseu- 
do NJ3 representation (ha = (06). Two proton holes 
in the S1/2d3/2d5/ g7/2 shell can couple to pseudo_SU3 
representations ? X2 = (06), (22) (pseudo spin S =O); 
and (xz) = (14), (30), (% = 1); with the leading repre- 
sentation, (06), corresponding closely to an oblate axi- 
ally symmetric core. The 2-hole components for the 
J = 0,2,4,6 states of the (06) representation are 
shown in conventional j_i coupling shell model lan- 
guage in table 1. The effective interaction among the 
proton holes is chosen to be the simple surface delta 
interaction. However, the diagonal matrix elements 
for the J = 0,2,4,6 states of the (06) representation 
are fitted to the observed excitations in the neighbor- 
ing Hg isotopes. The results of the calculation are 
shown in fig. 1 where the predicted negative parity 
spectrum is compared with the experimentally ob- 
served [4, 51 states in lg5Au. For comparison, fig. 1 
also shows the results of the Coriolis coupling calcula- 
tion of Tjdm et al. [4] for the conventional particle 
plus axially symmetric rotor model which is most 
closely related to the present microscopic description. 
(More recent calculations by Meyer ter Vehn [7] based 
on a triaxially deformed core would in the present mi- 
cf_oscopic description correspond to admixtures of 
(Air) = (22) into the dominant (06) representation of 
the pseudo SU3 model. Since the 2+, 3+, 4+ and O+, 
2+ states needed for this model are not well estab- 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the calculated and experimental hIlIz spectrum of rg5Au. (a) Results of the shell model calculation 
based on a single hrr,s p roton-hole coupled to the leading pseudo SUs representation (x:P) = (06) of the sr,ads,ads,sg7,2 
configuration by a surface delta interaction. (b) Results of a Coriolis coupling calculation based on a particle-plus-axially sym- 
metric rotor model (taken from Tjdm et al. [4]). 
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ment has not been attempted.) The only parameter in 
the present calculation is the strength of the surface 
delta interaction, (for fig. 1, G = 0.2 MeV in the nota- 
tion of ref. [2]); but the qualitative nature of the pre- 
dicted spectrum is relatively insensitive to changes in 
this parameter (by factors as great as 2, provided the 
(06) diagonal matrix elements are Atted to the ob- 
served Hg excitations). The predicted excitation ener- 
gies for the favored 11/2-, 15/2-, 19/2-, 23/2- 
branch of the band differ very little from the excita- 
tion energies of the O+, 2+, 4+, 6+ states in the Hg iso- 
topes. The order and approximate positions of the un- 
favored spin states are in qualitative agreement with 
the experimental spectrum with one important excep- 
tion. The scecond 11/2- level is predicted to lie be- 
low the 13/2-, 9/2- doublet (about 370 keV below 
the observed second 1 l/2- level in Lg5Au). The pre- 
dieted E2 and Ml transition probabilities are shown 
in fig. 2. The transition probabilities are given in rela- 
tive units on a scale for which the 2+ + O+ transition 
probability in lg6Hg is normalized to unity. To fit the 
experimentally observed BE2 value for this transition 
an effective proton charge of 3.6 units is needed in 
the present model, not an unreasonable value in view 
of the extreme truncation of the shell model space. 
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Fig. 2. Predicted E2 and Ml transition probabilities. Double solid arrows indicate transitions with more than 50% of the experi- 
mentally observed decay intensity from each level, single solid lines lo-50%, dashed lines < 10%. Transitions corresponding to 
dot-dashed arrows have not been observed. The numbers on the arrows give the predicted E2 transition probabilities, (upper 
numbers); and Ml transition probabilities, (lower numbers in parentheses); the f signs indicate the predicted relative sign of E2/Ml 
reduced matrix elements. Predicted transition probabilities are based on calculated BE2 and BMl-values but experimentally ob- 
served transition energies. Transition probabilities are given in relative units on a scale for which the 2+ + O+ transition probability 
in 196Hg is normalized to 1.0. Numbers on the energy levels are the observed excitation energies in keV relative to the lowest 
1 l/2- level (at 318.49 keV); numbers in parentheses are the predicted energies of the model calculation. 
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moments in the lowest 11/2-, 7/2-, 15/2-, 13/2-, 
and 9/2- states are Q = t1.9, +1.6, t2.3, t1.0, and 
to.4 eb, respectively). No renormalizations have been 
made of proton gl and gr factors for the 3-proton-hole 
Ml predictions. Large BE2 values are predicted for 
the favored branch of the decoupled band. The pre- 
dicted BE2 values for the 1 S/2- + 11/2-, 19/2- -+ 
1 S/2-, 23/2- + 19/2- transitions are 1.4, 1.3, and 
0.8, respectively, on a scale where the 2+ + O+ BE2 
value in the neighboring Hg isotope is fixed at 1 .O. 
Other BE2 values > 1 on this scale involve transitions 
from unfavored states to the lowest 11/2- state; e.g. 
7/2- + 1 l/2- (1.8) 9/2- + 1 l/2- (1.3), or transi- 
tions such as 3/2- + 7/2- (1.7). With the exception 
of the 11/2- excitations the predicted transition prob- 
abilities are in qualaitative agreement with the charac- 
teristics of the observed transition branchings. E.g., 
the first 13/2- level decays mainly to the 11/2- state 
with a very weak (predominant Ml) branch to the 
first 15/2- level). The second 15/2- level decays 
mainly to the 13/2- level, although the predicted Ml 
component may be too weak. Weak branches to the 
first 15/2- and lowest 1 l/2- levels are observed. The 
observed deexcitation of the 9/2- level favors the 
7/2- branch relative to the direct transition to the 
1 l/2- level (by a factor of N 2). The predictions, 
however, favor the 7/2- branch by a similar factor, a 
feature which is shared by the Coriolis coupling calcu- 
lations [7]. The predicted decay characteristics of the 
second and third 11/2- levels are quite different from 
those of the corresponding observed levels in the Au 
isotopes, another indication that the present model 
fails to account for higher 1 I /2- excitations. This is 
perhaps not too surprising since the present model 
has excluded states based on an h,I,z proton hole 
coupled to a second 2+ excitation of the positive pari- 
ty proton core. Such 2+ excitations are observed in 
the neighboring Hg isotopes around 1 MeV. The model 
has of course also neglected excitations into the hg/z 
orbit. Although levels based on such excitations have 
recently been observed, [8, and refs. quoted in 71, it 
is not unreasonable to assume that these excitations 
coexist with the h11,2 decoupled bands without great- 
ly perturbing the latter, since the observed h,,, excita- 
tion energies decrease from 1068 to 3 15 keV in going 
from 195Au to 189Au, whereas both the favored and 
unfavored branches of the hlI,2-decoupled bands are 
remarkably similar in all isotopes of AU from 195 to 
189. 
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Although the present calculation is based on a shell 
model description of the three proton holes in the Au 
nuclei, it should be remarked that the results show 
some features of the weak coupling model used by 
De-Shalit [9] in an attempt to understand the positive 
parity spectrum of the Au n:clei. In terms of the ab- 
breviated notation, IJ) s I [(I$) = (06)JX 11/2]IAf$ 
for the state vectors of the 3-proton-hole states of the 
present model, the eigenvector for the lowest I = 11/2- 
state, e.g., is given by 
0.91210) - 0.38212) + 0.14114) -0.03716), 
predominantly an h 11,2 proton hole coupled to the 
O+ state of the “core”. The eigenvector for the lowest 
15/2- state is 
0.97612) - 0.22914) + 0.061 l6), 
with eigenvectors of very similar structure for the low- 
est 7/2-, 9/2-, and 13/2- states. 
The qualitative success of the present oversimpli- 
fled model for the Au nuclei indicates that it may be 
possible to investigate high spin phenomena involving 
the h11,2 orbit in a shell model framework based on a 
pseudo SU3 truncation, particularly in nuclei in the 
Ba-Ce region where the interaction among active neu- 
trons and protons can be treated explicitly. 
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